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All information in this text is based on the experiences and research of the authors and/or

other professional healers. This information is shared with the understanding that you
accept complete responsibility for your own health, and does not constitute medical

advice. Your body and psychology are unique, and your response to the ideas written in
this text cannot be guaranteed, or always anticipated. The information within is not a

substitute for professional health advice. Please consult your health practitioner and inner
guidance in addition to the words presented here, as well as advising your students to do

so, particularly if you or your students have chronic health condition or are taking
medications. 
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I welcome you to this journey into our the roots of your own body, and with  it
the most profound feminine gifts held within you, leading you through the sacred
structures and tissues of your physical self, into a profound sense of wholeness
and joy. I honor you for entering on this path deep down into your brightest
dreams,  most pulsing desires and most precious healing for a radiant body.

When we take the journey with this course, we allow ourselves to free our
longing for the wild- this call that fills all of us, that keeps on beating no matter
how much we try to keep it hidden. Our inner Wild Woman is lurking in the
alchemical shadow, waiting for us to embrace her fire and the dreams she weaves
within us.

This course leads us to peel all the layers that have covered our whole and
complete nature. Often times, this inner place we keep hidden is also the place of
our greatest gifts, our most profound intuition, and the life of our most intimate
daydreams. 

This trail takes us deeper down into the body and its fascinating anatomy and
movements, holding a portal through breath for descend into. It is in this journey
that we come into a strength that eclipses what we knew before- as the body re-
awakens into its awareness of being whole, and we come to stand on a foundation
we didn't know we had. 

Heeding the call of nature is a return to the Somatic, that which happens in the
physical body and brings us fully back into the here and now, and into contact
with the depths of our full self.

Somatic Healing 
Is Calling Your Name
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Self-Empowered Bodywork:
A new way of healing

One of the qualities that makes this method unique is the fact that we are dealing
with a new generation of bodywork, called Self-Empowered Bodywork.

As we look at the tools available for those who want to connect to their bodies,
and in particular for women looking to connect with their intimate sensations, we
often find much in the space of guru-guided sessions or touch work. The Self-
Empowered Bodywork presented in this work guides participants through an
inside-out awareness of their body, cultivating tools that last a lifetime without
depending on special settings or gurus. Traditional treatments taking place in
separate therapy settings, without conscious integration into broader physical
structures, may become one-off moments for the body, rather than cultivating the
radiant long-term health many are seeking. 

That is why inner sensory discovery and anatomy-based movements are so vital.
These practices create a methodical inside-out body awareness, strategically
designed to integrate into daily life— making the individual feel that she herself
is affecting change from within. This grounds us into a new power to
communicate, shift and journey into the fascinating layers of our body. Self-
Empowered Bodywork also aligns deeply with the feminine principle which
guides to fully know, trust and enjoy our own bodies— all without relying solely
on a outside-in approach, but instead following a gentle yet deeply transformative
trajectory that emerges from the inner depths of the body. 

This kind of bodywork creates a unique body-soul alchemy, where we affect deep
changes in inner patterns and simultaneously open a portal for inner journeying.
It constitutes one of the most layered practices available today. If you are a touch
therapy practitioner, then this training will add depth and new tools to your
existing healing practice so that clients can get even more out of your work.
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Moving the outer, 
moving the inner

The Integrative Breathflow® method rests on the premise that as we shift hidden
structures in the body, we also shift hidden structures on the inner.  

Though it has many energetic components, it rests on a key principle of movement
practice: the principle of trophism. Trophism is the process whereby all tissues of the
body release waste materials and absorb nutrients. It largely goes hand in hand with
healthy blood circulation to any given structure or body part. It is the key which
ensures that our organs, muscles, fascia, bones and cartilages stay healthy. As a result,
trophism also supports mobility, openness and a broader sense of healthy
groundedness in our bodies. 

One good example of lack of trophism is observed in our daily seated position.
Spending a long time each day sitting up, our rib cage tends to become more rigid and
less flexible. This in turn makes it harder to use all muscles that aid us in breathing,
rendering a sensation of full breath much more difficult to experience. 

The downward pressure also impacts the main breathing muscle that sits right under
the ribcage, called the diaphragm (more on this later). Overall, this can then create
pressure on all the organs that lie below the ribcage and of course on the pelvic floor,
meaning that these areas can experience a lack of circulation, ability for movement
and overall trophism.

A person experiencing a seated posture for long stretches of the day may thus find it
hard to feel openness in the area of the heart and rib cage, to engage in a fuller breath
or to feel the finer sensations of the pelvis which may have never been consciously
engaged from the inside out.
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Our task as practitioners is to work with these vital structures of the body in a way
that creates genuine new movement patterns, especially in areas of the body like
the pelvis which hold so much of our sensation and feelings but are rarely
explored in an anatomically sound manner. 

Once stagnation is released from the body, we also open a portal to move stagnant
patterns on the emotional and spiritual level. It all rests on carefully working with
the body from a strong knowledge base so we can shift patterns that affect our
entire life. 

The image below illustrates the connection between the thoracic diaphragm (the
main breathing muscle that moves up and down on each inhale and exhale, sitting
like a jelly fish right under the rib cage) and the pelvic floor (sometimes also referred
to as the pelvic diaphragm). We can then further build on this and add the diaphragm
at the level of the throat as another center that transmits and receives pressures in
relation to the other two diaphragms mentioned before.

This interplay is a key connection we will work with in this training. We observe how
new motion, change in position, playing with pressure and gravity can physically
open up new sensations and expressions, which in turn opens the doorway for our
inner dreamtime journey that follows the body pactices.

In the image blow we can see that to diaphragms of the thorax (rib cage) and pelvis
'speak' to each other through the pressure they exert on each other, moving through
all the organs that sit in between them. These two structures can move in different
coordinated ways. Throughout this course, we will discover some of these
movements and how we can use them to create profound health, pleasure sensation
and a feeling of groundedness.
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The Key traints Of all Holistic
Somatic Healing trainings

What makes this program different is its blend of research-based bodywork,
dream journey practices and teaching methodology. It is based on 40+ years
of study in modern anatomy and best practices in modern shamanic study.
Our study of the body does not solely rest on energetic understanding, but on a
structured knowledge of anatomy to build our work on strong foundations.
The program's foundation has been influenced and built by senior professionals
in the fields of Fascia Research, Osteopathy, Women's Perineum &
Movement Practice, Dream Shamanism & Clinical Practice. 
It is a full-spectrum program of research-based knowledge, designed to
empower the next generation of Breath practices that involve and respect the
whole body
It provides a structured framework of teaching methodology to ensure
practitioners are skilled not just at understanding but also delivering content.
It rests fully on a grounded knowledge in anatomy, which constitutes a distinct
field of study on its own that nourishes whole body health.
The physical component of the training is unique because it does not blend
with massage, energy, touch work or yoga, making your practice a rare
contribution that follows the natural vectors of the body as presented by
anatomy.

As a practitioner of Integrative Breathflow®, which is the core component of
Holistic Somatic Healing, there are certain key characteristics you should be aware
of which make this method stand out as distinct among other practices. Make sure
you read, re-read and understand the following points, as this will help you
throughout your new career path to articulate and explain to clients what is
happening in a session, giving a clear understandable language to the many
profound changes that can be affected with this work and why it is so unique:
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In Summary...

A breathwork or pranayama modality
A practice that involves diving into immediate repeated, unchangig, faster-
paced or transcendent breath
Based on on touch therapy where the body of the client is physically touched or
manipulated during a sesseion
Based solely on the personal experiences of the method’s founder 
A primarily energetic way of working
A method that relies on traditional guru-student relationships to spread its
teachings

A modality with core foundations in anatomy
A practice aimed at rewilding our ways of breathing to their natural state,
exploring all possibilities in which we can mobilize breath and how this new
range of motion impacts our voice expression and our pelvic awareness.
Rooted in Self-Empowered Bodywork where we make the practitioner into the
protagonist and leader of the experience
Resting on a blend of anatomy-based exercises for health and shamanic inner
dream journeying, tried and tested among senior practitioners and established
schools. The founder’s experience forms an important part of the training, yet
at the heart of the teachings lies a research-based approach.
A way of working based on an anatomically sound and deeply experiential
understanding of the body, coupled with inner explorations in dreamtime.
A method that creates inquisitive, curious and self-guided practitioners with a
grounded foundational knowledge base.

Integrative Breathflow is not:

Integrative Breathflow® is:
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